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So, let's compare statistics of all expressed 

genes over all developmental time-points? 

No, it's a common approach, BUT It�s biased  

by House-keeping genes. We should decompose 

 the genes into modules according to when 

 the genes are expressed. and then 

 compare genes from these modules. 

Ok, I run isa algorithm and I have the 

modules. First, I�ll check dn�ds ... 

It seems the gene sequence 

is less conserved in  

adults, but equally 

conserved during  

entire development. 

Exactly, no     

 hourglass  

    here 

Ok, I checked the genes� age. Older genes are 

expressed earlier in the development, except for 

cleavage when the maternal genes are still active.  

Wow, so we support 

early conservation? 
Not really, you expect this kind 

of pattern, when all stages are 

equally conserved, because the 

stages themselves differ in age 

Huh, any more ideas? 

Yup, I�ve just ANALYZED for each module  

the genes that have orthologs in Mouse 

and? Earlier in the development the 

majority of Orthologs remain in  

one-to-one relationship. which  

means the genome evolution is  

more constrained then. So, still  

no hourglass but we found some 

evidence for early conservation.  

Using the one-to-one orthologs between zebrafish 

and mouse I also compared their expression profiles 

Yes, but look, it�s hard to 

do a proper quantitative 

comparison, due to data 

mismatches 

I see, besides the 

expression profiles  

seem to be equally 

conserved. Still no 

hourglass. We need 

help... 

Something�s wrong? 

Did you Check  

the conservation 

of REGULATORY 

elements? 

whoa! Regulatory elements of transcriptions factors 

are highly conserved exactly in mid-development! 

   In conclusion, the early  

   conservation model is  

   supported by Constraint  

   on gene duplication which  

   decreases during ontogeny.  

   Whereas the hourglass model is supported 

   by the conservation of Regulatory elements, 

   which Is the highest during mid-development. 

HourGlasS 

wanted! 

�Two main hypothesis of the evolution of embryonic development have been put forward 

so far. First, an early conservation model predicts that the highest conservation occurs 

at the beginning of embryogenesis. It dates back to Karl von Baer who postulated that 

embryos of different species progressively diverge from one another during ontogeny. 

Second, an hourglass model predicts that the highest conservation can be found during 

mid-embryogenesis. It has been proposed when the morphological variation in the early 

stages of development was observed. Nowadays, the hourglass model is commonly 

accepted, although its molecular signature has been elusive.� 

Let�s find it! 

Fungi/Metazoa 

Bilateria 

Coelomata+Chordata 

Euteleostomi 

Clupeocephala+D. Rerio 

one-to-one 

one-to-many 

no orthologs in mouse 

many-to-many 

apparent one-to-one 

zygote 

cleavage 

blastula 

gastrula 

neurula 

organogenesis 

post-embryonic 

ISA seeds profiles 

mean expression  

in modules 

.99 confidence interval 

.99 confidence interval 

sounds cool 

We can�t find any evidence 

for houRglass model! 
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Hourglass figure reprinted from Duboule, D. (1994) 
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Developmental constraints on transcriptome evolution vary for different molecular features 


